brian donovan’s commitment to investigating architectural ideas through building has been demonstrated through 30 years of practice, beginning with built projects with his university teacher Peter O’Gorman (Andresen and O’Gorman) in the late eighties, followed by immersion in the studio of Atsushi Kitagawara and ILCD in Tokyo. In 1992, Brian established Donovan Hill with Timothy Hill specifically to focus on offering design focused Architectural Services. In October 2012, Donovan Hill joined with BVN to form BVN Donovan Hill, where the ambition is to tailor a 21C practice that continues to explore new ways for architects to participate proactively in the making of contemporary buildings.

Brian is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Queensland’s School of Architecture and has a Masters in Architecture from RMIT where research distilled the essential role communal spaces play in all building types. Brian is experienced across many scales and building typologies, including master planning, institutional, public, commercial and residential. This scope has allowed Brian to test the inherent capacity of construction systems to characterize building identity and influence user experiences.